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Abstract. We consider the proximity effect in multiterminal ferromagnet/superconductor (FSF) hybrid
structures in which two or three electrodes are connected to a superconductor. We show that two competing
effects take place in these systems: (i) pair breaking effects due to the response to the exchange field
induced in the superconductor; (ii) a reduction of the superconducting order parameter at the interface
that takes place already in NS junctions. We focus on this second effect that dominates if the thickness
of the S layer is small enough. We consider several single-channel electrodes connected to the same site.
We calculate the superconducting order parameter and the local density of state (LDOS). With two
ferromagnetic electrodes connected to a superconductor we find that the superconducting order parameter
in the ferromagnetic alignment is larger than the superconducting order parameter in the antiferromagnetic
alignment (∆F > ∆AF), in agreement with [Eur. Phys. J. B 25, 373 (2002)]. If a third spin polarized
electrode is connected to a superconductor we find that ∆F−∆AF can change sign as the transparency of the
third electrode increases. This can be understood from the fact that the superconducting order parameter is
reduced if pair correlations among the ferromagnetic electrodes increase. If the two ferromagnetic electrodes
are within a finite distance we find Friedel oscillations in the Gorkov function but we still obtain ∆F > ∆AF.

PACS. 74.80.Fp Point contacts; SN and SNS junctions – 72.10.Bg General formulation of transport theory
– 74.50.+r Proximity effects, weak links, tunneling phenomena, and Josephson effects –
74.80.Dm Superconducting layer structures: superlattices, heterojunctions, and multilayers

1 Introduction

The manipulation of entangled states of electrons in con-
densed matter devices has focussed an important inter-
est recently. The ground state of a superconductor is a
condensate of Cooper pairs that form singlet states. En-
tangled states of electrons can thus be manipulated in
transport experiments by extracting Cooper pairs out of
a superconductor. Several experiments using a supercon-
ductor as a source of entangled states of electrons have
been proposed recently. For instance it was shown in ref-
erence [1] that entangled states of electrons can be ma-
nipulated in a double dot experiment. A quantum tele-
portation experiment using three quantum dots has been
proposed recently [2]. Another possible experiment has
also been proposed in reference [3] in which a “beam split-
ter” is connected to a superconductor. In this situation
noise correlations can reveal information about electronic
entanglement [3]. Other possible experiments in which sev-
eral ferromagnetic electrodes are connected to a super-
conductor have been investigated theoretically in refer-
ences [4–8].
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There is a rich physics occurring at a single ferromag-
net/superconductor (FS) interface. For instance Andreev
reflection is suppressed if the spin polarization of the fer-
romagnetic metal increases. This is because the incom-
ing electron and the reflected hole belong to different spin
bands. As a consequence Andreev reflection can occur only
in the channels having both a spin-up and a spin-down
Fermi surface [9]. This theoretical prediction was well ver-
ified in experiments [10,11] and it was shown that with
high transparency interfaces the suppression of Andreev
reflection by spin polarization can be used to probe the
Fermi surface polarization [10]. The results of the Andreev
reflection experiments compare well with another method
based on spin polarized tunneling in the presence of Zee-
man splitting [12]. Another phenomenon taking place at
FS interfaces is that the pair amplitude induced in a fer-
romagnetic metal can oscillate in space. This gives the
possibility of fabricating π junctions in which the Joseph-
son relation changes sign [13–19]. It is also well established
that FS multilayers present oscillations of the supercon-
ducting critical temperature as the thickness of the fer-
romagnetic layer is varied [20–25]. Other new phenomena
related to the proximity effect have also been investigated
in diffusive FS heterostructures [26–31].

Multiterminal hybrid structures consist of systems in
which several spin polarized electrodes are connected to
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a superconductor and are controlled by crossed Andreev
reflection processes in which the spin-up and spin-down
electrons making the Cooper pair can tunnel in different
ferromagnetic electrodes. Several theoretical predictions
have been made. For instance the current circulating in
one of the electrodes can be controlled by the voltage ap-
plied on another electrode [5,7]. The conductance can be
described in terms of a conductance matrix [5] that can
be calculated from Keldysh formalism [7]. Other predic-
tions concern the proximity effect in FSF trilayers [32].
It was shown in reference [8] that the two ferromagnetic
electrodes of the FSF trilayer are coupled by pair corre-
lations and that the superconducting order parameter in
the ferromagnetic alignment can be larger than the su-
perconducting order parameter in the antiferromagnetic
alignment (∆F > ∆AF). One goal of our article is to find
out the range of validity of this result and to bridge the
gap with other predictions based on Usadel equations [32].
It was shown in the context of Usadel equations that the
critical temperature (and therefore the superconducting
order parameter) is larger in the antiferromagnetic align-
ment (∆AF > ∆F) [32]. We show that the ballistic models
that we consider can lead also to ∆AF > ∆F if one takes
into account the existence of a finite exchange field in the
superconductor, in the spirit of reference [33]. There are
thus two competing mechanisms for the proximity effect
in FSF trilayers. The mechanism based on the exchange
field involves the “11” and “22” diagonal elements of the
Green’s function of the superconductor connected to the
ferromagnetic electrodes. The other mechanism based on
pair correlations involves the “12” extra diagonal element.
To understand in detail the mechanism based on pair cor-
relations we investigate a device in which three ferromag-
netic electrodes are coupled to a superconductor. As a sim-
plifying assumption we suppose that the three electrodes
are coupled to the same site in the superconductor. The
fabrication of three contacts within a coherence length is
not possible with present time state of the art technol-
ogy. Nevertheless these systems with three electrodes pro-
vide idealized situations that are useful for understanding
theoretically how the value of the superconducting order
parameter depends on pair correlations induced in the fer-
romagnetic electrodes.

From the point of view of the method we use two
complementary approaches: (i) an analytical evaluation of
the high energy behavior of the Gorkov function; (ii) ex-
act diagonalizations of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equa-
tions. The analytical approach is based on the simplest
ballistic models and can be a useful guideline for un-
derstanding more realistic systems in the future, such as
multichannel systems or diffusive systems. An important
difference between the analytical and numerical ap-
proaches lies in the fact that in the analytical calculation
we suppose that the band-width of the superconductor is
much larger than the superconducting gap like in realistic
systems for which ∆/D � 10−5. As a consequence of this
assumption the integral appearing in the self-consistency
relation is dominated by the high frequencies. By contrast
in the numerical simulation the band-width of the super-

conductor is not small compared to the superconducting
gap (typically the ratio between the bandwidth and the
gap is ∆/D � 1/5). The analytical calculation and the
numerical simulation correspond to different regimes and
this is why all the analytical results cannot be confirmed
by the numerical simulation. The numerical simulation is
useful to discuss the behavior of the local density of states
(LDOS), the case of a partial spin polarization and the
spatial variation of the pair amplitude.

The article is organized as follows. Necessary techni-
cal preliminaries are given in Section 2. The mechanism
based on the exchange field induced in the superconduc-
tor is investigated in Sections 3 and 4. The remaining of
the article is devoted to the other mechanism based on
pair correlations. In Section 5 we discuss the proximity
effect in FSF heterostructures and generalize the results
obtained in reference [8]. Namely we show that the super-
conducting order parameter is larger if the ferromagnetic
electrodes have a parallel spin orientation. Multiterminal
structures in which three electrodes are connected to a
superconductor are discussed in Section 6. Friedel oscil-
lations in the Gorkov function are analyzed in Section 7.
Concluding remarks are given in Section 8.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Green’s function formalism

In this section we provide the technical details on Green’s
function formalism that is used throughout the article.

2.1.1 The models

The superconductor is described by a BCS lattice model

HBCS =
∑

〈α,β〉,σ
−t
(
c+
α,σcβ,σ + c+

β,σcα,σ

)

+
∑
α

(
∆αc+

α,↑c
+
α,↓ + ∆∗

αcα,↓cα,↑
)

,

where ∆α is the pairing interaction. The brackets indicate
that hopping is between nearest neighbors. The ferromag-
netic electrodes are described by a lattice Stoner model

HStoner =
∑

〈i,j〉,σ
−t
(
c+
i,σcj,σ + c+

j,σci,σ

)

− h
∑

i

(
c+
i,↑ci,↑ − c+

i,↓ci,↓
)

,

where h is the exchange field. An exchange field smaller
than the bandwidth corresponds to a partially polarized
ferromagnet and an exchange field larger than the band-
width corresponds to a half-metal ferromagnet in which
only majority spins are present. We note ρS

0 the normal
state density of states of the superconductor and ρF

σ the
spin-σ density of states in the ferromagnetic electrodes.
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We use Greek symbols α, β, γ for the sites in the super-
conductor and Latin symbols a, b, c for the sites in the fer-
romagnetic electrodes. The tunnel Hamiltonian coupling
the superconductor and the ferromagnetic electrodes takes
the form

Ŵ =
∑
k,σ

tak,αk

(
c+
ak,σcαk,σ + c+

αk,σcak,σ

)
, (1)

where the sum over k runs over all contacts between the
superconductor and the ferromagnetic electrodes.

2.1.2 Green’s functions

The Green’s functions of a connected system are obtained
by solving the Dyson equation in the Nambu representa-
tion:

ĜR,A = ĝR,A + ĝR,A ⊗ Σ̂ ⊗ ĜR,A, (2)

where the self-energy Σ̂ contains all couplings of the tun-
nel Hamiltonian given by (1). The Green’s functions g cor-
respond to the “disconnected” system in which tak,αk

= 0
(see Eq. (1)). The Dyson equation (2) is used to calculate
the Green’s functions of the connected system in which
an electron in the superconductor can make excursions in
the ferromagnetic electrodes.

We use the following notation for the Nambu repre-
sentation of the advanced and retarded propagators of the
disconnected system:

ĝA,R(t, t′) =

(
gA,R(t, t′) fA,R(t, t′)

fA,R(t, t′) gA,R(t, t′)

)
,

with

gA(t, t′) = −iθ(t − t′)
〈{

ci,↑(t), c+
j,↑(t

′)
}〉

(3)

fA(t, t′) = −iθ(t − t′)〈{ci,↑(t), cj,↓(t′)}〉, (4)

and we use the following notation for the Nambu repre-
sentation of the density of states:

ρ̂ =

(
ρg ρf

ρf ρg

)
,

with ρg = 1
π Im(gA) and ρf = 1

π Im(fA). The Keldysh
Green’s function is obtained through the Dyson-Keldysh
equation

Ĝ+,− =
[
Î + ĜR ⊗ Σ̂

]
⊗ ĝ+,− ⊗

[
Î + Σ̂ ⊗ ĜA

]
, (5)

where ĝ+,−
i,j = 2iπnF (ω − µi,j)ρ̂i,j .

2.1.3 Superconducting order parameter and transport
properties

In equilibrium the Keldysh Green’s function defined by
equation (5) simplifies into

Ĝ+,−
eq = nF (ω − µ0)

(
ĜA − ĜR

)
, (6)

where µ0 is the chemical potential, identical in all conduc-
tors. The form (6) of the Keldysh Green’s function at equi-
librium can be used to obtain the superconducting order
parameter in the superconductor via the self-consistency
equation

∆β = −U

∫
dω

2iπ
G+,−,1,2

β,β (ω). (7)

2.1.4 Green’s function of an isolated normal metal

Evaluating the spectral representation for a normal metal
leads to

gA
α,β(ω) = −ma2

0

�2

a0

2πRα,β
exp

(
−ikF R − i

ωRα,β

vF

)
· (8)

The local density of states is given by

ρloc(ω) =
1
π

Im
[
gA(ω)

]
=

1
2π2

ma3
0

�2

(
kF +

ω

vF

)
· (9)

2.1.5 Green’s function of an isolated insulator

We consider a semi-conductor model having a valence
band at energy ε(k) = −∆ − �

2k2/(2m∗) and a conduc-
tion band at energy ε(k) = ∆ + �

2h2/(2m∗). This model
behaves like a band insulator if |ω| < ∆. The Green’s
functions in the energy range |ω| < ∆ are given by

gα,β(ω) =
m∗a2

0

�2

a0

2πRα,β

[
exp

(
−
√

2m∗a2
0

�

√
∆ + ωR

)

− exp

(
−
√

2m∗a2
0

�

√
∆ − ωR

)]
. (10)

2.1.6 Green’s functions of an isolated superconductor

The Green’s function of an isolated superconductor with a
uniform superconducting order parameter ∆0 is obtained
by evaluating the spectral representation [7]:

ĝα,β(ω) =
2ma2

0

�2

a0

2πR
exp

[
−Rα,β

ξ(ω)

]

×
{

sin ϕα,β√
∆2

0 − ω2

[−ω ∆0

∆0 −ω

]
+ cosϕα,β

[−1 0
0 1

]}
· (11)

Above the superconducting gap the retarded Green’s func-
tion takes the form

ĝR
α,β =

2ma2
0

�2

a0

2πR
exp

[
i

√
ω2 − ∆2

0Rα,β

vF

]

×
{

i sin ϕα,β√
ω2 − ∆2

0

[−ω ∆0

∆0 −ω

]
+ cosϕα,β

[−1 0
0 1

]}
· (12)
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the model considered in
Section 2.1.7 in which three half-metal ferromagnetic elec-
trodes are connected to a superconductor.

The phase variable in equations (11) and (12) is ϕα,β =
kF Rα,β . The “local” propagators corresponding to α = β
are described by ϕα,β = kF R0 = π/2 [40]:

ĝloc(ω) =
2ma2

0

�2

a0

2πR0

1√
∆2

0 − ω2

[−ω ∆0

∆0 −ω

]
· (13)

2.1.7 Dyson matrix

In this section we provide a derivation of the Dyson ma-
trix in the simple case of three half-metal ferromagnetic
electrodes connected to a superconductor (see Fig. 1). If
λ is an arbitrary site in the superconductor, the Dyson
equation (2) becomes

Ĝan,λ =

[
Kan,λ

1,1 Kan,λ
1,2

−Kan,λ
2,1 −Kan,λ

2,2

]

+
∑
m

[
Kan,αm

1,1 −Kan,αm

1,2

−Kan,αm

2,1 Kan,αm

2,2

]
tαm,amĜam,λ, (14)

with Kan,αm

i,j = gan,an

i,i tan,αngαn,αm

i,j , and

Ĝan,λ =

[
Gan,λ

1,1 Gan,λ
1,2

Gan,λ
2,1 Gan,λ

2,2

]
· (15)

Equations (14, 15) are valid for an arbitrary spin polar-
ization. In the case of the heterostructure in Figure 1 the
explicit form of the Dyson matrix is the following:


1 − Ka,α
1,1 tα,a −Ka,β

1,1 tβ,b −Ka,γ
1,1 tγ,c

−Kb,α
1,1 tα,a 1 − Kb,β

1,1 tβ,b −Kb,γ
1,1 tγ,c

−Kc,α
1,1 tα,a −Kc,β

1,1 tβ,b 1 − Kc,γ
1,1 tγ,c






Ga,λ
1,1

Gb,λ
1,1

Gc,λ
1,1


 =




Ka,λ
1,1

Kb,λ
1,1

Kc,λ
1,1


 ·

In Sections 4 we invert a similar form of the Dyson matrix
in models involving four channels.

2.2 Exact diagonalizations
of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian

In the numerical simulations based on exact diagonaliza-
tions of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian we use a
lattice Hubbard model

H =
∑

〈α,β〉,σ
−t
(
c+
α,σcβ,σ + c+

β,σcα,σ

)
+ µ

∑
α,σ

nα,σ

+
∑
α,σ

µI
αnα,σ +

∑
α,σ

hα,σnα,σ + V0

∑
α

nα,↑nα,↓. (16)

In equation (16) nα,σ = c+
α,σcα,σ is the electron number

operator at site α, µ is the chemical potential, hα,σ =
−hσz is the exchange field in the ferromagnetic region
and σz = ±1 is the eigenvalue of the z component of the
Pauli matrix. V0 is the on-site interaction. We use negative
values of V0 corresponding to attractive interaction. To
simulate the effect of depletion of the carrier density at the
surface the site-dependent impurity potential µI

α is set to a
sufficiently large value at the surface sites. This prohibits
electron tunneling over these sites. Within a mean field
approximation equation (16) reduces to the Bogoliubov-
de Gennes equations [37,38]:

(
ξ̂ ∆̂

∆̂∗ −ξ̂

)(
un,↑(rα)

vn,↓(rα)

)
= εn,γ1

(
un,↑(rα)

vn,↓(rα)

)
, (17)

and(
ξ̂ ∆̂

∆̂∗ −ξ̂

)(
un,↓(rα)

vn,↑(rα)

)
= εn,γ2

(
un,↓(rα)

vn,↑(rα)

)
, (18)

such that

ξ̂un,σ(rα) = −t
∑

δ̂

un,σ(rα + δ̂) +
(
µI(rα) + µ

)
un,σ(rα)

+ hασzun,σ(rα) (19)

∆̂un,σ(rα) = ∆0(rα)un,σ(rα), (20)

and where the pair potential is defined by

∆0(rα) = V0 〈c↑(rα)c↓(rα)〉 ·

In equation (19) δ̂ = x̂,−x̂, ŷ,−ŷ denotes the four direc-
tions of the square lattice. δ̂ = ẑ,−ẑ corresponds to the
two directions in the ferromagnetic electrodes. The self-
consistency equation takes the form

∆0(rα) =
V0(rα)

2
F (rα)

=
V0(rα)

2

∑
n

[
un,↑(rα)v∗v,↓(rα) tanh

(
βεn,γ1

2

)

+un,↓(rα)v∗n,↑(rα) tanh
(

βεn,γ2

2

)]
, (21)
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aαβ

Normal metal Ferromagnet

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the single-channel junction
between a normal metal and a ferromagnet. R is the distance
between sites α and β.

where β is the inverse temperature. We start from an ap-
proximate solution for the gap profile ∆0(rα). After exact
diagonalizations of equations (17, 18) we obtain un,σ(rα)
and vn,σ(rα). The quasiparticle amplitudes are inserted
into equation (21) and a new gap function is evaluated
which is then inserted into equation (20) and we iterate
until a sufficient precision has been obtained. Although
the pair potential ∆0(rα) is zero in the ferromagnet the
pair amplitude F (rα) is non zero. The LDOS at site α is
given by

ρα(E) = −
∑
n,σ

[|un,σ(rα)|2f ′(E − εn)

+|vn,σ(rα)|2f ′(E + εn)
]
, (22)

where f ′ is the derivative of the Fermi function f(ε) =
1

1+exp (ε/kBT ) .

3 Friedel oscillations at a single NF interface

We start by considering a single interface between a nor-
mal metal and a spin polarized ferromagnet. We calculate
the exchange field at site β in the normal metal, induced
by the proximity of the ferromagnet (see Fig. 2). To or-
der t2 the Green’s function at site β is given by

Gβ,β = gβ,β + gβ,αtα,aga,ata,αgα,β. (23)

gA
α,β is given by equation (8) and gA

a,a is decomposed in a

real and imaginary part: gA
a,a = g

(R)
a,a +ig(I)

a,a. If the exchange
field is small compared to the typical energy scales (be-
ing the energy band-width for a metal or the charge gap
for an insulator) then the spin-up and spin-down Green’s
functions take the form

g(σ)
a,a(ω) = g(0)

a,a(ω) + σhex
∂g

(0)
a,a(ω)
∂ω

,

where g
(0)
a,a(ω) is the Green’s function in the absence of

an exchange field. We deduce the existence of Friedel
oscillations in the spin polarization at the Fermi surface:

Pβ =
ρ̃
(↑)
β,β − ρ̃

(↓)
β,β

ρ̃
(↑)
β,β + ρ̃

(↓)
β,β

= 2πt2α
1
vF

(
1

2πR

)2

hex

×
[
− sin (2kF R)

∂g
(R)
a,a

∂ω
(0) + cos (2kF R)

∂g
(I)
a,a

∂ω
(0)

]
. (24)

For an insulating ferromagnet we obtain from equa-
tion (10) that ∂g

(R)
a,a /∂ω(0) is negative which leads to a

positive spin polarization at site α. For a metallic ferro-
magnet we obtain from equation (9) that ∂g

(I)
a,a/ω(0) is

superconductor

ferromagnetic electrode

c1
c2

Fig. 3. The geometry used in the numerical simulations in Sec-
tion 4. A one-dimensional ferromagnetic electrode is connected
to a two-dimensional superconductor.

positive. Since we use kF R0 = π/2 we deduce that spin
polarization at site α is negative. As far as the magnitude
of the effective exchange field heff is concerned we see that
heff is of order (ta,α/εF )2 hex in the metallic case and of
order t2a,α∆−1/2

(
m∗a2

0/�
2
)3/2

hex in the insulating model.
We note that in the insulating case the limit R → 0

is well-defined and the value of spin polarization at site α
does not depend on the value of the ultraviolet cut-off R0

introduced at short length scale. In the metallic model the
value of the spin polarization is diverging if one takes the
limit R → 0. Therefore the sign of spin polarization at site
α depends on the value of the short distance cut-off R0. In
the analytical approaches we use a regularization in which
we introduce a cut-off equal to kF R0 = π/2 that is chosen
similarly to reference [40]. The justification of this choice
of R0 is that it leads to a physically acceptable value of the
local density of states. The value of the density of states
at the Fermi energy for R = R0 is given by

ρa,a(R0) =
ma2

0

�2

a0

2πR0
sin (kF R0).

With the choice kF R0 = π/2 of the short distance cut-
off the local density of state is equal to ρa,a(R0) =
ma3

0kF /(π2
�

2), a positive value that is not far from the
exact density of states obtained for R0 = 0 (see Eq. (9)).

4 Proximity effect at a single FS interface

4.1 Local density of states

We first use exact diagonalizations of the Bogoliubov-
de Gennes equations (see Sect. 2.2) to describe the proxim-
ity effect at a single FS interface. This constitutes a test of
the numerical method and we recover some of the results
for the LDOS obtained recently by means of a recursion
method (see Ref. [36]).

We consider a two-dimensional superconducting sys-
tem of 30 × 30 sites and we suppose fixed boundary con-
ditions by setting the impurity potential µI = 100t at
the surface. The temperature is kBT = 0.1t and the lo-
cal attractive interaction in the superconducting region is
V0 = −3.5t. On top of the superconductor is attached a
one-dimensional superconducting electrode of 50 sites (see
Fig. 3). The transparency of the interface is controlled by
changing the hopping element tc connecting sites on both
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Fig. 4. (a) Pair amplitude for different values of the exchange
field for several sites in the superconducting region at the in-
terface of one-dimensional ferromagnetic electrode and a two-
dimensional superconducting system. Sites α, γ, β belong to
the superconductor while the sites c1, c2 belong to the ferro-
magnetic electrode. (b) Pair amplitude for several sites in the
ferromagnetic region for different values of the exchange field.
The pair amplitude in the superconductor does not vary much
with the exchange field. The pair amplitude in the ferromag-
netic electrode shows an oscillatory behavior. The pair ampli-
tude decays monotonically in the absence of spin polarization
in the ferromagnetic electrode.

sides of the interface and we restrict here to the case where
the transparency of the interface is the same as inside the
superconductor. In this case the pair amplitude in the su-
perconducting system is not really modified as seen in
Figure 4a while in the ferromagnetic region the pair am-
plitude oscillates around zero and the period of oscillations
decreases with increasing the exchange field (see Fig. 4b).
In the case of a zero exchange field the pair amplitude is
decaying monotonically in the normal metal.

Due to the proximity effect the LDOS shows a gap
structure even for the sites within the ferromagnet (see
Fig. 5b). The conductance peaks within the gap are due
to Andreev bound states [39] and have been discussed re-
cently for a three dimensional FS interface using a recur-
sion method [36]. The residual values of the LDOS are re-
duced by the increase of the exchange field. The Andreev
bound states move towards the Fermi level and cross the
Fermi level with increasing the exchange field.

4.2 Exchange field in the superconductor

From the discussion in Section 3 we deduce that a finite
exchange field is induced in the superconductor [33]. The
effect was also found in recent numerical simulations in ref-
erence [41]. In the metallic case and in the tunnel limit the
magnitude of the exchange field is of order (ta,α/εF )2hex.
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Fig. 5. (a) The LDOS at site γ in the superconductor for
different values of the exchange field, for the geometry of Fig-
ure 4. (b) The LDOS at site c1 in the ferromagnetic electrode
for different values of the exchange field. The subgap LDOS is
due to Andreev bound states.

An exchange field in a superconductor is a pair-
breaking perturbation that tends to dissociate Cooper
pairs [37,42]. In this situation we expect that Cooper pairs
couple to the exchange field averaged over a length scale
equal to the BCS coherence length. A qualitative argu-
ment can be made from the NF model in Section 3. Since
the discussion is similar in the two cases of metallic and in-
sulating ferromagnets we consider a metallic ferromagnet
model only. We obtain

ρ̃
(↑)
β,β(ω) − ρ̃

(↓)
β,β(ω) =

t2a,αhex

4π4kF a0

(
ma2

0

�2

)4

×
(a0

R

)2

cos [3(kF + ω/vF )],

from what we deduce∫ +∞

R0

4πR2dR

∫ D

0

[
ρ̃
(↑)
β,β(ω) − ρ̃

(↓)
β,β(ω)

]
dω =

− t2a,αhex

3π3

(
ma2

0

�2

)3 ∫ 3
�

kF + D
vF

�
R0

3kF R0

sinu

u
du.

With kF R0 = π/2 the spin polarization induced at long
distance in the superconductor is positive but the local
spin polarization at the contact is negative.

The reduction of the superconducting order parameter
due to pair-breaking effects was observed in FSF trilayers
with insulating ferromagnets in references [43,44]. The ef-
fect is not visible in the point contact experiments in ref-
erence [10] even though one might expect a reduction of
the superconducting gap at the interface that would in-
crease with increasing the exchange field. It is likely that
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Fig. 6. The two models considered in Sections 5.2 and 7. In (a)
the two ferromagnetic electrodes are connected to the same
site in the superconductor. In (b) the two ferromagnetic elec-
trodes are connected to two different sites in the superconduc-
tor. The two ferromagnetic electrodes contain a spin-up and a
spin-down conduction band. The models are thus solved in a
4 × 4 formalism.

the point contact geometry used in reference [10] plays a
role and that the effect should be more pronounced for
extended contacts.

5 Proximity effect in FSF heterostructures:
local models

Now we reconsider the proximity effect in a FSF het-
erostructure in which two ferromagnetic electrodes are
connected to a superconductor. In this section as well as
in Section 6 we consider “local” models in which two or
three ferromagnetic electrodes are connected to the same
site in the superconductor (see Figs. 6a and 7a).

5.1 Motivation

Two effects can play a role in the determination of the
self-consistent order parameter:

(i) The proximity effect that takes place already at a single
NS interface. A pair amplitude is generated in the nor-
mal metal and there is a reduction of the order param-
eter on the superconducting side of the interface [37,
42]. For the models in Figure 6 the two electrodes end-
ing at sites “a” and “b” are coupled by pair corre-
lations only in the antiferromagnetic alignment. The
case of an antiparallel spin orientation is thus qualita-
tively similar to a NS interface in which case the or-
der parameter in the superconductor is reduced at the
interface. On the other hand no pair correlations are
generated among the ferromagnetic electrodes in the
parallel alignment if we consider half-metal ferromag-
nets. The case of parallel magnetization is thus similar
to an isolated superconductor, from what we deduce
that the superconducting order parameter is larger in
the ferromagnetic alignment.

(ii) Pair breaking effects due the finite exchange field in the
superconductor. The exchange field is a pair-breaking
perturbation that tends to reduce the superconducting
order parameter.

A relevant question is to determine which effect would con-
trol real experiments on metallic FSF trilayers. It is likely
that the answer depends on the geometry of the devices.
For small interface transparencies the exchange field in the
superconductor is of order (t/εF )2 (see Sect. 4). For a thin
film in a parallel field the pair breaking parameter is equal
to α = De2H2d2/(6�c2) with D the diffusion constant, H
the magnetic field in tesla, d the width of the supercon-
ductor. The difference between the critical temperatures
in the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic alignments is
given by kB∆Tc = πα/4 [42] which is proportional to t4

because H is proportional to t2. On the other hand if
the physics is dominated by the proximity effect we de-
duce from reference [6] that the difference between the
superconducting order parameters in the ferromagnetic
and antiferromagnetic alignments is of order ∆F −∆AF =
t4∆(0)/(Uε3F ), with ∆(0) = D exp [−1/(UρN)] the BCS su-
perconducting order parameter. We see that ∆Tc due to
pair-breaking effects is proportional to d2 and we deduce
that pair-breaking effects are reduced if the width of the
superconducting layer is reduced.

In the following we focus on the effect of pair correla-
tions induced in the ferromagnetic electrodes and we take
for granted that the width of the superconductor is small
enough so that pair-breaking effects can be neglected.
We make the further simplifying assumption of consid-
ering that all ferromagnetic electrodes are connected to
the same site and we calculate the superconducting order
parameter at this site. The case of two electrodes at a
finite distance will be considered in Section 7. The qual-
itative physics occurring in the schematic model with all
electrodes connected to the same site can be described
the following rule: increasing pair correlations in the fer-
romagnetic electrodes tends to reduce the value of the self-
consistent order parameter in the superconductor.

To illustrate this let us first consider the case of two
ferromagnetic electrodes connected to a superconductor
(see Fig. 6a). Pair correlations among the two ferromag-
nets are stronger in the antiferromagnetic alignment than
in the ferromagnetic alignment. As a consequence of the
rule given above the superconducting order parameter is
larger in the ferromagnetic alignment. To make a more
refined test of this rule we consider in Section 6 a system
in which three electrodes are connected to a supercon-
ductor (see Fig. 7a). For simplicity we consider that the
three ferromagnetic electrodes are half-metal ferromag-
nets. Electrode c is supposed to have a spin-down orien-
tation. Electrode a has a spin-up orientation. Electrode b
can have a spin-up orientation (ferromagnetic alignment)
or a spin-down orientation (antiferromagnetic alignment).
If we consider first that tc,γ is small we see that pair cor-
relations are formed mainly among electrodes a and b
if electrodes a and b have an opposite spin orientation.
We deduce that ∆F > ∆AF if tc,γ is small. We consider
now that tc,γ is large and electrode c has a spin-down
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Fig. 7. The model considered in Section 6. In (a) the three
electrodes are connected to the same site in the superconduc-
tor. In (b) the three electrodes are connected to two different
sites in the superconductor. We use the model (a) to calculate
the superconducting order parameter.

orientation. If electrodes a and b have a spin-up orien-
tation we see that pair correlations are formed mainly
among electrode a and c and among electrodes b and c.
If electrode a has a spin-up orientation and electrode b
has a spin-down orientation we see that pair correlations
are formed mainly among electrodes a and c. As a con-
sequence the proximity effect is stronger if electrodes a
and b have a parallel orientation. We deduce from the rule
given above that ∆F < ∆AF if tc,γ is large.

5.2 Two ferromagnetic electrodes connected
to the same site

5.2.1 Sign of ∆F − ∆AF

Let us start with the situation where two ferromagnetic
electrodes are connected to the same site (see Fig. 6a).
We suppose that each ferromagnetic electrode is partially
spin polarized and contains two spin channels. The model
is thus solved in a 4 × 4 formalism. The Green’s function
GA,1,2

α,α is found to be

GA,1,2
α,α = −iπρS

0

∆

ω
− iπρS

0

∆

ω

1
D{−f(xa,↑) − f(xa,↓)

− f(xb,↑) − f(xb,↓) + 2f(xa,↑)f(xb,↑) + 2f(xa,↓)f(xb,↓)

+ f(xa,↑)f(xa,↓) + f(xa,↑)f(xb,↓) + f(xa,↓)f(xb,↑)

+ f(xb,↑)f(xb,↓) − f(xa,↑)f(xa,↓)f(xb,↓)

− f(xa,↑)f(xa,↓)f(xb,↑) − f(xa,↓)f(xb,↑)f(xb,↓)

− f(xa,↑)f(xb,↑)f(xb,↓) − f(xa,↑)f(xa,↓)f(xb,↑)f(xb,↓)},
(25)

with

D = (1 − f(xa,↓)f(xb,↓)) (1 − f(xa,↑)f(xb,↑)) . (26)
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Fig. 8. Variation of F (t, T ) for different values of T < 1/2.
We obtain F (t, T ) > 0 which shows that the ferromagnetic
superconducting order parameter is larger than the antiferro-
magnetic superconducting order parameter for large interface
transparencies. The microscopic interaction U is such that the
bulk superconducting gap is ∆bulk = 1 and the bandwidth of
the superconductor is D = 100.

The interface transparencies are parametrized by f(xi) =
xi/(1+xi), with xa,↑ = π2t2a,αρF

a,↑ρ
S
0 , xa,↓ = π2t2a,αρF

a,↓ρ
S
0 ,

xb,↑ = π2t2b,βρF
b,↑ρ

S
0 , xb,↓ = π2t2b,βρF

b,↓ρ
S
0 . The values of

f(xi) are such that 0 < f(xi) < 1/2. We do not consider
the regime 1/2 < f(xi) < 1 for which we find that the
self-consistency relation is unstable.

We suppose that the two ferromagnets have an identi-
cal density of states and that the two contacts have iden-
tical transparencies. In the ferromagnetic alignment we
use the notation f(xa,↑) = f(xb,↑) = T and f(xa,↓) =
f(xb,↓) = t. In the antiferromagnetic alignment we use the
notation f(xa,↑) = f(xb,↓) = T and f(xa,↓) = f(xb,↑) = t.
To second order in T and t we obtain

G1,2,F
α,α − G1,2,AF

α,α = −iπρS
0

∆

ω
(T − t)2. (27)

As a consequence in the regime of small interfaces trans-
parencies we obtain ∆F > ∆AF. The regime of a large
interface transparencies can be treated by evaluating nu-
merically the difference between the Gorkov functions
G1,2,F

α,α − G1,2,AF
α,α = −iπρS

0
∆
ω F (T, t). It is visible in Fig-

ure 8 that F (T, t) is positive for any value of T < 1/2 and
t < T so that the ferromagnetic superconducting order
parameter is larger than the antiferromagnetic supercon-
ducting order parameter, in agreement with reference [8].

5.3 Local density of states and pair amplitude

We calculated the LDOS for a partial spin polarization
by means of exact diagonalizations of the Bogoliubov-de
Gennes Hamiltonian. The geometry of the simulation is
represented in Figure 9. It is visible in Figure 10 that the
low energy LDOS is larger in the ferromagnetic alignment
than in the antiferromagnetic alignment.

The variation of the difference FF − FAF between the
pair amplitudes in the ferromagnetic and antiferromag-
netic alignments as a function of the exchange field is
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Fig. 9. The geometry used in the numerical simulations of
the Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian. Two one-dimensional
ferromagnetic electrodes are connected to the same site of a
two-dimensional superconductor. Electrode ending at site “a”
is represented by filled circles and electrode ending at site “b”
is represented by filled squares.
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Fig. 10. Difference between the LDOS in the ferromagnetic
and antiferromagnetic spin alignments for the geometry in Fig-
ure 9. The LDOS is represented as a function of E/t, for two
values of the exchange field (h = 1 and h = 2). The upper
panel corresponds to the LDOS at site γ and the lower panel
corresponds to the LDOS at site a (see Fig. 9). The subgap
LDOS is larger in the ferromagnetic alignment.

shown in Figure 11. The numerical simulation coincides
with the analytical model for a large exchange field in the
sense that the pair amplitude is larger in the ferromag-
netic alignment. However for small values of the exchange
field we obtain FF > FAF or FF < FAF depending on
which lattice site is considered. The possible origin of the
discrepancies between the numerical simulation and the
analytical model are analyzed in the concluding section.
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Fig. 11. The difference between the pair amplitudes in the
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic alignments for two elec-
trodes connected to the same site γ.

6 Proximity effect in multiterminal hybrid
structures: local models

In this section we consider an heterostructure in which
three electrodes are connected at the same site to a su-
perconductor. Electrodes a and b in Figure 7 will be con-
sidered to be half-metal ferromagnets so that the models
are solved in a 4 × 4 formalism. Using partially polarized
ferromagnets would require to solve a 6× 6 formalism for
which we could not carry out the analytical calculation
in the regime of large interface transparencies. The case
of partially polarized ferromagnets will be treated numer-
ically within exact diagonalizations of the Bogoliubov de
Gennes equations.

6.1 Three electrodes connected at the same site

We consider a model in which three electrodes are con-
nected to the same site α (see Fig. 7a). We determine the
variation of ∆F−∆AF as a function of the transparency tc
of the contact with electrode c. We show that there is no
change in the sign of ∆F − ∆AF as tc increases if elec-
trode c is a normal metal. There is a change of sign in
∆F − ∆AF as tc increases if electrode c is a ferromagnet
with a spin-down orientation. This is in agreement with
the qualitative discussion in Section 5.1.

6.2 Sign of ∆F − ∆AF

In the ferromagnetic alignment the inversion of the 4 × 4
Dyson matrix leads to

G1,2
α,α = −iπρS

0

∆

ω
− iπρS

0

∆

ω

1
DF

{−f(xa) − f(xb) − f(xc,↑)

− f(xc,↓) + 2f(xa)f(xb) + 2f(xa)f(xc,↑)

+ 2f(xb)f(xc,↑) + f(xa)f(xc,↓) + f(xb)f(xc,↓)

+f(xc,↑)f(xc,↓)−3f(xa)f(xb)f(xc,↑)−f(xa)f(xb)f(xc,↓)

− f(xa)f(xc,↑)f(xc,↓) − f(xb)f(xc,↑)f(xc,↓)

+ f(xa)f(xb)f(xc,↑)f(xc,↓)}, (28)
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Fig. 12. Variation of ∆F
α,α − ∆AF

α,α as a function of the trans-
parency of the contact with the normal electrode f(xc,↑) =
f(xc,↓) for different values of the transparency of the contacts
with the ferromagnets f(xa) = f(xb). The different curves cor-
respond to (a) f(xa) = f(xb) = 0.05, (b) f(xa) = f(xb) = 0.1,
(c) f(xa) = f(xb) = 0.15, (d) f(xa) = f(xb) = 0.2, (e) f(xa) =
f(xb) = 0.25. We obtain ∆F > ∆AF. The microscopic interac-
tion U is such that the superconducting order parameterof the
isolated superconductor is ∆bulk = 1 and the bandwidth of the
superconductor is D = 100.

with

DF = 1 − f(xa)f(xb) − f(xa)f(xc,↑)
− f(xb)f(xc,↑) + 2f(xa)f(xb)f(xc,↑).

In the antiferromagnetic alignment we find

G1,2
α,α = −iπρS

0

∆

ω
− iπρS

0

∆

ω

1
DAF

{−f(xa) − f(xb)

− f(xc,↑) − f(xc,↓) + 2f(xa)f(xc,↑) + 2f(xb)f(xc,↓)

+ f(xa)f(xb) + f(xa)f(xc,↓) + f(xb)f(xc,↑)

+ f(xc,↑)f(xc,↓) − f(xa)f(xb)f(xc,↓)

− f(xa)f(xb)f(xc,↑) − f(xb)f(xc,↑)f(xc,↓)

− f(xa)f(xc,↑)f(xc,↓) − f(xa)f(xb)f(xc,↑)f(xc,↓)},
(29)

with

DAF = 1 − f(xb)f(xc,↓) − f(xa)f(xc,↑)
+ f(xa)f(xb)f(xc,↑)f(xc,↓).

The variation of ∆F
α,α − ∆AF

α,α as a function of the trans-
parency of the contact with electrode c is shown in Fig-
ure 12. It is visible on this figure that ∆F > ∆AF for all
values of the transparency f(xc) with interface c.

We also evaluated ∆F − ∆AF in the case where elec-
trode c is a half-metal ferromagnet with a spin-down ori-
entation. We obtain a change of sign in ∆F

α,α − ∆AF
α,α as

the transparency of the interface with the ferromagnetic
electrode c is increased (see Fig. 13). This change of sign
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Fig. 13. Variation of ∆F
α,α − ∆AF

α,α as a function of the trans-
parency of the contact with the spin-down ferromagnetic elec-
trode f(xc,↓) (f(xc,↑) = 0) for different values of the trans-
parency of the contacts with the ferromagnets f(xa) = f(xb).
The different curves correspond to (a) f(xa) = f(xb) = 0.05,
(b) f(xa) = f(xb) = 0.1, (c) f(xa) = f(xb) = 0.15, (d) f(xa) =
f(xb) = 0.2, (e) f(xa) = f(xb) = 0.25. ∆F −∆AF changes sign
as the transparency of the contact with electrode c increases.
The microscopic interaction U is such that the superconduct-
ing order parameterof the isolated superconductor is ∆bulk = 1
and the bandwidth of the superconductor is D = 100.

can be described by expanding the Gorkov functions to
second order in f(xa) and f(xb):

G1,2,Ferro
α,α = −iπρS

0

∆

ω
−iπρS

0

∆

ω
[−f(xa)−f(xb)−f(xc,↑)

− f(xc,↓) + 2f(xa)f(xb) + 2f(xa)f(xc,↑)

+ 2f(xb)f(xc,↑) + f(xa)f(xc,↓)

+ f(xb)f(xc,↓) + f(xc,↑)f(xc,↓)] (30)

G1,2,Antiferro
α,α = −iπρS

0

∆

ω
−iπρS

0

∆

ω
[−f(xa)−f(xb)−f(xc,↑)

− f(xc,↓) + 2f(xa)f(xc,↑) + 2f(xb)f(xc,↓)

+ f(xa)f(xb) + f(xa)f(xc,↓) + f(xb)f(xc,↑)

+ f(xc,↑)f(xc,↓)], (31)

from what we deduce that the difference between the fer-
romagnetic and antiferromagnetic superconducting order
parameters changes sign if f(xc,↓) = f(xa) + f(xc,↑), in
agreement with Figure 13.

6.3 Three node circuit model

The presence or absence of sign changes in ∆F
α,α − ∆AF

α,α

discussed in Section 6.2 can also be obtained in the frame-
work of a phenomenological circuit model [6]. In this
model the superconducting order parameter is given by

∆ = D exp
[
− 1

UρN
(1 + πρNΓ↑) (1 + πρNΓ↓)

]
,
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where ρN is the density of states in the normal state, and
where Γσ is the total spectral line-width of spin-σ elec-
trons, obtained as the sum of the spectral line-widths as-
sociated to each electrode [6]:

Γσ =
∑

k

|tS,αk
|2ρk,σ,

where tS,αk
is the tunnel amplitude connecting the super-

conductor and the ferromagnetic electrode αk.
Electrodes a and b are supposed to have the same

spin polarization. We denote by γ = |tS,a|2ρa,↑ the spec-
tral line-width associated to majority-spin electrons in
electrode a and by λγ = |tS,a|2ρa,↓ the spectral line-
width associated to minority-spin electrons in electrode a.
The spin polarization of the ferromagnetic electrodes is
P = (1 − λ)/(1 + λ).

We first suppose that electrode c is a ferromagnet hav-
ing a spin-down orientation with a spectral line-width γ0

associated to majority-spin electrons and a spectral line-
width λγ0 associated to minority-spin electrons. If the fer-
romagnets a and b have a parallel spin orientation the to-
tal spectral line-widths are given by Γ↑ = 2γ + λγ0 and
Γ↓ = 2λγ + γ0. If the ferromagnets a and b have an an-
tiparallel spin orientation the total spectral line-widths are
given by Γ↑ = (1 + λ)γ + λγ0 and Γ↓ = (1 + λ)γ + γ0. We
obtain

∆F

∆AF
= exp

[
π2ρN

U
(1 − λ)2

(
γ2 − γ2

0

)]
,

from what we deduce that ∆F > ∆AF if γ0 < γ and
∆F < ∆AF if γ0 > γ, in agreement with the microscopic
model discussed in Section 6.2. A similar calculation in
the case where electrode c is a spin-up ferromagnet shows
that there is no sign change in ∆F − ∆AF.

The presence of a sign change in ∆F − ∆AF as γ in-
creases was anticipated in Section 5.1. The value γ = γ0

at which the change of sign takes place can be understood
from the following symmetry argument. In the ferromag-
netic alignment of electrodes a and b, electrodes a and
b have a spin-up orientation and electrode c has a spin-
down orientation. In the antiferromagnetic alignment elec-
trode a has a spin-up orientation and electrodes b and c
have a spin-down orientation. Therefore if the three con-
tacts have the same transparency (namely if γ = γ0) we
see that the case of a ferromagnetic alignment of elec-
trode a and b can be deduced from the case of an an-
tiferromagnetic alignment just by reversing the spin of
the three ferromagnetic electrodes. As a consequence we
obtain ∆F − ∆AF = 0 if γ = γ0 and therefore a sign
change in ∆F − ∆AF if γ = γ0. This argument is also
in agreement with the fact that ∆F − ∆AF changes sign
for f(xc) = f(xa) = f(xb) in the microscopic model in
which three electrodes are connected to the same site (see
Fig. 13).

We suppose now that electrode c is a normal metal
with a spectral line-width γ0 associated to spin-up and
spin-down electrons. We obtain

∆F

∆AF
= exp

[
π2ρN

U
(1 − λ)2γ2

]

γ

c

a b

superconductor

electrodes

Fig. 14. The geometry used in the numerical simulation in
which three one-dimensional electrodes are connected to a two-
dimensional superconductor. Electrode ending at site “a” is fer-
romagnetic and is represented by filled circles. Electrode end-
ing at site “b” is ferromagnetic and is represented by filled
squares. Electrode ending at site “c” is a normal metal and is
represented by filled triangles.

which leads to ∆F > ∆AF for all values of γ0, in agreement
with Section 6.2.

6.4 Diagonalizations of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes
Hamiltonian

We consider exact diagonalizations of the Bogoliubov-
de Gennes Hamiltonian in a situation where a two-
dimensional superconducting system is connected to two
one-dimensional ferromagnetic electrodes and to a one-
dimensional normal metal electrode (see Fig. 14). The
proximity effect in the normal metal electrode can be con-
trolled by the spin orientation of the two ferromagnetic
electrodes in the sense that the LDOS in the normal metal
electrode depends on the relative spin orientation of the
ferromagnetic electrodes.

The LDOS at site c is shown in Figures 15a and b in
the cases of antiparallel and parallel spin orientation of
electrodes a and b. It is visible that for a sufficiently large
exchange field the LDOS in the normal metal electrode de-
pends on the relative spin orientation of the ferromagnetic
electrodes. As a consequence it may be possible to control
the proximity effect in the normal metal by changing the
spin orientation of the ferromagnetic electrodes. This may
be of interest in view of STM experiments similar to ref-
erence [46].

7 Friedel oscillations in the Gorkov function

Sections 5 and 6 were devoted to the analysis of “local”
models in which several electrodes are connected to the
same site in the superconductor. Now we consider the
same problem but with a finite distance between the fer-
romagnetic electrodes. As discussed in Section 5.1 we sup-
pose that the width of the superconductor is small enough
so that pair-breaking effects due to the finite exchange
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Fig. 15. (a) The LDOS as a function of E/t at the inter-
face of a multiterminal junction made of two one-dimensional
ferromagnetic electrodes and a one-dimensional normal metal
electrode that are connected on top of a two dimensional su-
perconducting system. The LDOS is calculated at site c in the
normal metal electrode. The upper panel corresponds to the
antiferromagnetic alignment and the lower panel corresponds
to the ferromagnetic alignment.

field can be disregarded. We consider the geometry in Fig-
ure 6 in which a superconductor is in contact with two
ferromagnetic electrodes a and a′. Compared to Figure 6
we use the notation α′ and a′ rather than β and b for the
second electrode. We keep the notation β for an arbitrary
site in the superconductor at which we calculate the su-
perconducting order parameter. We suppose that the two
electrodes a and a′ are at a distance much larger than the
Fermi wave-length.

7.1 Form of the Gorkov function

Electrodes a and a′ are characterized by the microscopic
propagators ĝa,a and ĝa′,a′ . To order t4 the Green’s func-
tion at site β is given by

Ĝβ,β = ĝβ,β + ĝβ,αt̂α,aĝa,at̂a,αĝα,β

+ ĝβ,α′ t̂α′,a′ ĝa′,a′ t̂a′,α′ ĝα′,β (32)

+ ĝβ,αt̂α,aĝa,at̂a,αĝα,αt̂α,aĝa,at̂a,αĝα,β (33)

+ ĝβ,αt̂α,aĝa,at̂a,αĝα,α′ t̂α′,a′ ĝa′,a′ t̂a′,α′ ĝα′,β (34)

+ ĝβ,α′ t̂α′,a′ ĝa′,a′ t̂a′,α′ ĝα′,αt̂α,aĝa,at̂a,αĝα,β (35)

+ ĝβ,α′ t̂α′,a′ ĝa′,a′ t̂a′,α′ ĝα′,α′ t̂α′,a′ ĝa′,a′ t̂a′,α′ ĝα′,β .
(36)

To lowest order the information about the exchange field
in the superconductor is contained in the “11” and “22”
components of the two terms in equation (32). The “12”
component of the two terms in equation (32) contains
the information about the effect of a single interface on
the Gorkov function at order t2. The two terms in equa-
tions (33) and (36) describe a single interface to or-
der t4 and are not directly relevant to our discussion since
they are just a small correction of the terms in equa-
tion (32) obtained at order t2. The “12” component of
the two terms (34) and (35) describe the modification of
the Gorkov function due to processes coupling the two in-
terfaces. Each of the two terms (34) and (35) gives rise to
three terms in the Gorkov function when the summation
over spin indexes is made explicit:

(34) = ĝ1,2
β,αtα,aĝ2,2

a,ata,αĝ2,2
α,α′tα′,a′ ĝ2,2

a′,a′ta′,α′ ĝ2,2
α′,β (37)

+ ĝ1,1
β,αtα,aĝ1,1

a,ata,αĝ1,2
α,α′tα′,a′ ĝ2,2

a′,a′ta′,α′ ĝ2,2
α′,β (38)

+ ĝ1,1
β,αtα,aĝ1,1

a,ata,αĝ1,1
α,α′tα′,a′ ĝ1,1

a′,a′ta′,α′ ĝ1,2
α′,β (39)

(35) = ĝ1,2
β,α′tα′,a′ ĝ2,2

a′,a′ta′,α′ ĝ2,2
α′,αtα,aĝ2,2

a,ata,αĝ2,2
α,β (40)

+ ĝ1,1
β,α′tα′,a′ ĝ1,1

a′,a′ta′,α′ ĝ1,2
α′,αtα,aĝ2,2

a,ata,αĝ2,2
α,β (41)

+ ĝ1,1
β,α′

k
tα′,a′ ĝ1,1

a′,a′ta′,α′ ĝ1,1
α′,αtα,aĝ1,1

a,ata,αĝ1,2
α,β . (42)

7.2 Friedel oscillations in the Gorkov function

Now we use a single channel model to discuss Friedel os-
cillations in the Gorkov function. The terms of order t2

are discussed in Section 7.2.1 and the terms of order t4

are discussed in Section 7.2.2.

7.2.1 Terms of order t2

Let us start with the terms of order t2. Since these terms
do not couple the two interfaces we consider a single inter-
face only. We obtain easily the expression of the Gorkov
function to order t2:

G1,2,A
β,β = −i

2ma2
0

�2

a0

2πR0

∆√
ω2 − ∆2

(43)

−
(

2ma2
0

�2

)2( a0

2πR

)2

πt2α
[
ρa,↑e−ikF R−ρa,↓eikF R

]

× sin [kF R] exp

[
−2i

√
ω2 − ∆2R

vF

]
∆√

ω2 − ∆2
·

(44)

If site β is equal to site α we use the regularization kF R0 =
π/2 discussed in Section 3 to obtain the self-consistent
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G(R) =
1

Rα,βRα,α′Rα′,β
×
�

2ρa,↑ρa′,↓

� D

∆

dω
∆√

ω2 − ∆2
sin

��
kF − ω2 − ∆2

vF

�
[Rα,β + Rα,α′ + Rα′,β ]

�
(47)

+ 2ρa,↑ρa′,↑

� D

∆

dω
∆√

ω2 − ∆2
sin

��
kF +

√
ω2 − ∆2

vF

�
[Rα,β + Rα,α′ + Rα′,β]

�
(48)

+ (ρa,↑ + ρa,↓) ρa′,↓

� D

∆

dω
∆√

ω2 − ∆2
sin

��
kF +

√
ω2 − ∆2

vF

�
Rα,β −

�
kF −

√
ω2 − ∆2

vF

�
[Rα,α′ + Rα′,β]

�
(49)

+ (ρa,↑ + ρa,↓) ρa′,↑

� D

∆

dω
∆√

ω2 − ∆2
sin

��
kF −

√
ω2 − ∆2

vF

�
Rα,β −

�
kF +

√
ω2 − ∆2

vF

�
[Rα,α′ + Rα′,β]

�
(50)

+ ρa,↑ (ρa′,↑ + ρa′,↓)
� D

∆

dω
∆√

ω2 − ∆2
sin

�
−
�
kF +

√
ω2 − ∆2

vF

�
[Rα,β + Rα,α′ ] +

�
kF −

√
ω2 − ∆2

vF

�
Rα′,β

�
(51)

+ ρa,↓ (ρa′,↑ + ρa′,↓)
� D

∆

dω
∆√

ω2 − ∆2
sin

�
−
�
kF −

√
ω2 − ∆2

vF

�
[Rα,β + Rα,α′ ] +

�
kF +

√
ω2 − ∆2

vF

�
Rα′,β

��
· (52)

order parameter at the interface:

∆α = 2D exp

[
− 1

U

{
2ma2

0

π�2

a0

2πR0

×
[
1 − 2ma2

0

�2

a0

2πR0
πt2α (ρa,↑ + ρa,↓)

]}−1
]
·

As expected the superconducting order parameter at the
interface is reduced because of the proximity effect.

To discuss the proximity effect in the bulk of the su-
perconductor we write the pair amplitude under the form
∫ D

∆

Im
[
G1,2,A

β,β

]
dω = −2ma2

0

�2

a0

2πR0

∫ D

∆

∆√
ω2 − ∆2

dω

+
(

2ma2
0

�2

)2 ( a0

2π

)2

πt2αF (R),

with

F (R) =
sin [kF R]

R2

∫ D

∆

[
ρa,↑ sin

{[
kF +

2
√

ω2−∆2

vF
R

]}

+ρa,↓ sin

{[
kF − 2

√
ω2−∆2

vF
R

]}]
∆√

ω2 − ∆2
dω. (45)

The variations of F (R) as a function of R are shown in
Figure 16. It is visible that F (R) oscillates in space but
is always positive which means that the superconducting
order parameter is reduced in the bulk of the supercon-
ductor and shows Friedel oscillations.

7.2.2 Terms of order t4

Now we consider the terms of order t4 that couple the two
interfaces, namely the terms (34) and (35). Using equa-
tions (37–42) we obtain

Im [(34) + (35)] =
1
2
π2t2αt2α′

(
2ma2

0

�2

)3 ( a0

2π

)3

G(R),

(46)
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Fig. 16. Variation of F (R) defined by equation (45). We used
the parameters kF = 1, ∆ = 1, D = 105 and vF = D/kF . The
spin-up density of states is ρa,↑ = 1. The spin-down density of
states is ρa,↓ = 0 (a), ρa,↓ = 0.5 (b) and ρa,↓ = 1 (c).
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Fig. 17. Variation of G(R) defined by equation (47). We used
the parameters kF = 1, ∆ = 1, D = 105 and vF = D/kF . The
spin-up density of states is ρa,↑ = 1. The spin-down density of
states is ρa,↓ = 0.2. The distance between the two interfaces is
Rα,α′ = 100 and the function G(R) is calculated as a function
of R = Rα,β = Rα,α′ − Rα′,β .

with

see equations (47–52) above.

The variations of G(R) are shown in Figure 17. It is visi-
ble that G(R) is larger in the antiferromagnetic alignment
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and therefore in the bulk of the superconductor the super-
conducting order parameter is larger in the ferromagnetic
alignment. This shows that the effect is not a specificity of
the local models analyzed in Sections 5 and 6 in which all
electrodes are connected to the same site. On the contrary
the effect occurs also in the models in Figures 6b and 7b in
which the distance between the ferromagnetic electrodes
is large compared to the Fermi wave-length.

8 Conclusion

To conclude we have provided a detailed investigation of
the proximity effect in multi-connected hybrid structures
in which several electrodes are connected to a supercon-
ductor. We have pointed out the existence of two mecha-
nisms involved in the determination of the superconduct-
ing order parameter. One is related to the existence of
an exchange field in the superconductor that was first
pointed out in reference [33]. The other mechanism takes
place already at a single NS interface. We have first recon-
sidered FSF heterostructures in which two ferromagnetic
electrodes are connected to a superconductor at a dis-
tance smaller than the superconducting coherence length.
We have found that within a “local” model the supercon-
ducting order parameter in the ferromagnetic alignment
is larger than the superconducting order parameter in the
antiferromagnetic alignment, in agreement with a differ-
ent model discussed in reference [8]. We have shown that
the zero-energy LDOS in the ferromagnetic alignment is
larger than the zero-energy LDOS in the antiferromag-
netic alignment. In the case where two ferromagnetic and
a normal metal electrode are connected to a superconduc-
tor we have found that the LDOS in the normal metal
depends on the spin orientation in the ferromagnetic elec-
trodes. If the normal metal is replaced by a ferromagnetic
metal with a spin-down orientation we have found that
∆AF > ∆F for high transparencies and we have provided
two analytical models for this behavior (an inversion of
the 4 × 4 Dyson matrix for half-metal ferromagnets and
another approach based on a circuit model for partially
polarized ferromagnets). We have pointed out that this
behavior could be understood from a simple rule stating
that for this model the increase of pair correlations in the
ferromagnetic electrodes generates a reduction of the su-
perconducting order parameter at the interface. This be-
havior is confirmed by the exact diagonalizations of the
Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations for large values of the
exchange field but not for small values of the exchange
field.

One explanation to the discrepancy between the two
models is that in the Green’s function approach only the
contribution of energies far above the superconducting gap
has been taken into account. This is legitimate if the band-
width D of the superconductor is much larger than the
superconducting gap (in real systems one has typically
D/∆ � 105). This is justified by the fact that the integral
in equation (7) is dominated by the high-energy behavior
of the Gorkov function G+,−,1,2

β,β (ω) ∼ 1/ω. On the other

hand in the exact diagonalizations of the Bogoliubov-de
Gennes Hamiltonian we used small system sizes and re-
placed the right hand side of equation (7) by a sum over all
energy levels. It is thus not surprising that the two proce-
dures (namely the high-energy behavior for large systems
and a sum over all energy levels for small systems) can lead
to different results in some cases. Another possible source
of discrepancy between the two approaches lies in the fact
that the ferromagnetic electrodes are one-dimensional and
have a finite size in the exact diagonalizations whereas the
ferromagnetic electrodes are described by the local density
of states of a three dimensional metal in the Green’s func-
tion approach.

The authors acknowledge fruitful discussions with H. Courtois,
D. Feinberg, M. Giroud.
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